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JON BRACEY

'The Arctic Discipline Wall'
What's all that about?

I am told that the north-west face of Mount Kennedy was regarded as one
of the great unclimbed lines in the Yukon. Dubbed the 'Arctic Discipline

Wall' by that pair of Jacks, Roberts and Tackle, after several concerted
efforts, it all sounded rather glamorous and a bit scary. Mountaineering is
about being lucky, so in May Rich Cross and I went to see what it was all
about.

As the distinct drone of the 1973 Cessna faded into the distance, all I
could do was concentrate on not being sick. Due to a gusty northerly wind
it had been quite a hairy flight into the heart of the Saint Elias range. Just
as we were about to part company with the dirt airstrip at Kluane Lake a
sharp crosswind caught the tail, leaving bush pilot Andy Williams fighting
at the controls. This was only the start of the excitement. As we gained
height and turned the mountains, the winds became more ferocious and
occasionally we entered vicious patches of turbulence. With no warning a
sudden drop of about 20 feet left our stomachs way above our spinning
heads. Seeing Andy almost jumping out of his skin and grasping for the
cockpit strut did little to reassure us.

It had all started in the usual fashion down at our grotty local, The
Broadfield, in Sheffield. 'Where we gonna go next year, the Moose's Tooth,
the Ruth, or how about India?' asked Rich, mid-pint. 'Yeah brilliant, let's
go to them all,' I replied with blithe over-optimism.

A few weeks later Rich showed me a photo of a mountain in Canada.
Some American hotshots had been two-thirds of the way up, climbing big
wall style, and Andy Cave and Mick Fowler had been there so it must be
good.

And there it was in front of us - Mount Kennedy. Thankfully we had
somehow landed in one piece and as my nausea slowly subsided the utter
remoteness of our location became more and more apparent. Looking all
about us, we struggled to get a grasp on the scale of our surroundings and
were awestruck at the majestic beauty of the vast glaciers and stunning
peaks breaking the horizon.

The final rays of the evening sun cast a golden light on Kennedy's north
spur and the north-west face beyond. However, the warm glow did little to
help make our climb look less daunting. At about 2000m high, the face is
on a Himalayan scale. It was far longer than any route either of us had
previously attempted and filled us with fear. The face had been attempted
a couple of times by the Americans Jack Tackle and Jack Roberts.
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13. Rich Cross skinning in to the north-west face of Mount Kennedy. (Jon Braeey)



14. Jon Bracey on mixed ground on Kennedy's north-west face. (Rich Cross)
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Their efforts culminated in the spring of 1996 in the 36-pitch route Pair of
Jacks (VI, M6, WI5+), a lO-day effort, enduring atrocious weather and a
dropped crampon. Finishing some 450m short of the summit, it stood as
the most technically difficult route undertaken in the St Elias range.

So far our typically small, under-organised British expedition was running
smoothly bar the slight inconvenience of some lost skis. This had given
Rich and I plenty of time in Whitehorse to do all our shopping and gather
supplies for the next three weeks. The Yukon is certainly one of the remoter
parts of the world; twice as big as Great Britain and with a population of
only 30,000 people. Even half the Canadians we spoke to elsewhere didn't
know where it was. Whitehorse is the biggest town in the Yukon, with
wide dusty streets and bars full of rednecks. It was like being on the set of a
Western.

Operating on a tight budget, we had searched hard for the cheapest
transport from Whitehorse to the airstrip at Kluane Lake. The best option
turned out to be a lad called Woody aJ 'Royal Limo'. On the dot of 12.30pm,
as arranged, we heard a large vehicle pull up outside our hostel, then watched
in awe as a gigantic 300lb man with a long grey ponytail struggled out of
his gleaming black stretched limousine. The colossal Woody had been a
trapper for 20 years, then a Hell's Angel, and was now, allegedly, on the
run from a bank job. After stashing our beer in the refrigerated drinks
cabinet, we sat back as Woody steered the limo up the Alaskan Highway
and told us the whole story.

Thanks to those poor flying conditions, Andy had not been able to drop
us at our proposed location beneath the face and we were left a good 10km
away. With dinner stewing on the stove, we took stock of the situation and
discussed our options. With no chance of any kind of forecast, we knew
that we'd just have to go climbing and battle against whatever the Yukon
weather had in store for us. And having been warned about this coastal
range's reputation for dismal weather we went prepared for the worst.

We woke early to bright sunshine. After a quick breakfast Rich suggested
that we get straight over to Mount Kennedy. We meticulously packed our
rucksacks with six days' food and a load of good luck. A morning ski tour
brought us to the base of the north spur. We'd brought along a telescope to
get a close look at the face and trace the exact line we would try to follow,
limiting route-finding errors later. Conditions looked good and icy, but the
first 1OOOm of the face is very steep and with few bivouac options we decided
to camp for the night and make an early start in the morning if the weather
was still good. To help speed our progress in the early hours we broke a
trail up the steep lower snow slopes and scoured the bergschrund for a way
through. Overhanging ice cliffs loomed above us, but we spied a possibility
and trudged back down through the thigh-deep snow for dinner.

At 3am the alarm woke me from a deep sleep. This was brutal. Rich,
who sleeps like a dead man, showed no sign of life despite my efforts to
make as much noise as possible while I lit the stove. We began the daily
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ritual of alpine climbing - always on the go, no time to relax, and always in
a heightened state of awareness. After all the preparation it was a relief to
get going. Rich's arms were rudely awakened by a section of vertical rotten
ice made worse by a weighty rucksack pulling down on his shoulders. But
we were over the bergschrund.

'Woosh!'
I instantly tensed and cowered against the ice as a rock the size of a small

television set hurtled past us at terminal velocity. It was a fast-moving
reminder that we were back in the big mountains and far from being
completely in control of our destiny.

Good ice runnels allowed us to make steady progress through the steep
blank cliffs of granite and by early afternoon we reached the fIrst of the
major difficulties. The ice thinned out and steep rock loomed grimly above
with no easy options. Rich led rightwards across thin patches of ice without
which we would have to resort to hard aid. This is what makes this kind of
climbing so special, unlikely blobs of icy neve plastered onto steep rock.
Upward progress is only just possible.

As the rock reared up the ice disappeared, leaving snow lying at the
back of a faint groove. We hoped to fmd a crack that would allow us to gain
access to easier ground above. But with one swing of his axe Rich cleared
all the snow to reveal a blank seam. We both cast our eyes around searching
for an alternative way through and soon Rich was teetering out across a
steep slab desperate to fmd a solution. The lack of any protection and the
prospect of further hard climbing forced him back. We had one alternative,
a steep corner directly above us. It was only VS or so, but plastered in loose
snow it proved a real test and the crux of the route.

Sensing that I could be belaying for a while yet, I pulled my duvet jacket
from my rucksack and shouted words of encouragement to Rich, who was
busy removing his sack in preparation for a bout of steep climbing. Over
the next two hours he fought a desperate struggle, whilst I fIdgeted about
every couple of minutes trying to get comfortable and stay warm on my
hanging stance. Finally the rope came tight and I prepared to follow the
pitch, tying Rich's rucksack onto one of the ropes a metre above my head
so that he could haul it as I climbed.

Desperately hanging off my axes I struggled to make upward progress.
Thanks to the slack, Rich's rucksack was now dangling from my waist. My
shouts and curses were lost in the wind, along with white flurries of goose
feathers as my down jacket tore against the rough granite. Eventually the
fIght was over and I pulled up to fmd Rich straddled over a small rock edge
attached to two tied-off ice screws in a tiny blob of ice and a loop of rope
draped around a rounded spike. Tired and weary from our struggle we
decided to get the stove out and have a brew to try and regain some strength.
Watching the stove struggle to melt ice into water, I rested my head against
the ·rock and slumped in my harness. Our bodies were already dry and the
water was quickly gone.



15. Jon Bracey above the northern vastness on Mount Kennedy. (Rich Cross)

16. Bracey (left) and Cross in their 'Mark III Coffin' bivvi tent on Kennedy's
north-west face. (Rich Cross)
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Traversing out from the belay I contemplated the idea of several more
pitches before finding any kind of bivouac for the night ahead. But poking
my head around a corner I was shocked to find a sun-bleached blue bag
and the remains of a portaledge protruding from the ice. I had struck upon
Tackle's and Roberts' abandoned camp and, more importantly, some easi
er-angled ice that had potential for transforming into a bivvi ledge. We
hacked away at the iron-hard ice, hands numb and cramped from the ef
fort, until, after nearly two hours of tedious effort, we had sculpted a pair
of fine bucket seats. Then we erected 'The Mark III Coffin', a multi-pur
pose bivvi shelter designed by that infamous sufferer Al Powell. Pulling it
over our heads and zipping up the doors, we sat back to relax in relative
comfort, pleased with our day's progress. But clouds were building out
side, making us apprehensive of incoming bad weather. There was nothing
to do but slump forward like a pair of drunks and try to grab some sleep. It
was here that Jack Tackle had dropped a crampon back in 1996. At only a
third of the way up the face it was truly remarkable that they had carried
on.

The next day came and went quickly. The clouds dispersed and we were
even graced with some late afternoon sunshine. After another 15 pitches
we failed to find any kind of rock ledge for the night ahead. Rocky outcrops
kept luring me on in the hope of finding a tent-sized ledge, but in the end I
wasted too much time. Abseiling back down to Rich, we set to work chipping
out two more buckets to sleep in.

Day three on the face dawned with a spectacular cloud inversion giving
us breathtaking views. But they came at a price. Bitter north winds frayed
at our nerves. After the relentless front-pointing up grey ice over the last
two days, five pitches of mixed climbing through the fmal rock band offered
relief to our sore toes and weary calves.

The ground above eased, and with little hope of any protection we tied
both ropes together in the hope of finding belays. A series of backbreaking
120m pitches began, our faces blasted by ice particles whipped up by the
fierce winds. Moving together up the final summit slopes, it was now only
a matter of time before we reached the top, but it didn't make progress any
easier. Eventually I was sat on the summit pulling in the rope as Rich came
to join me. I didn't feel any great ecstatic emotion. I just said a few words
in my head for friends lost but not forgotten.

We had originally planned to abseil back down the face and return to our
well-stocked base camp. We didn't want to rely on a pick-up from the far
side of the mountain with so few supplies. But contemplating the 50 or so
stressful abseils spread, quite probably, over two days, we chose the slightly
more attractive option of a walk down the Cathedral glacier, and prayed
for good weather. Heads tucked in against the wind, we struggled to stand
up in the worst of the gusts. We even resorted to walking backwards at
times to protect our faces from the relentless ice shards. Finally we came to
a small hollow off the ridge sheltered from the worst of the winds and lay
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down, delighted to be back on flat ground again.
The next day we set off down the glacier, happy to have completed our

route and confident about getting picked up. The sun beamed down on our
burnt faces. We had been warned about monstrous crevasses on the glacier,
but found a fortuitous path through the most treacherous icefalls and by
lunchtime reached what we thought was a suitable landing spot. Without
delay I pulled the satellite phone from its case and called Kluane Lake.

'Hi Andy, it's Jon on the Cathedral glacier. Any chance of getting picked
up today?'

'Afraid not guys, we're clagged in here but will try tomorrow.'
Our hearts sank. We mulled over the reality of our predicament and

considered how long it might be possible to survive without food. Our three
remaining gas cylinders might last a week, but after that the chances of
surviving would decrease quite rapidly. We woke up next day in thick cloud
feeling sorry for ourselves. I dozed off hoping the sun might burn through
and - miracle! - this actually happened and we sat back enjoying the
warmth, certain of getting out that efay. It was just after midday when Rich
first said he could hear a plane. I couldn't hear a thing and told him he was
losing it. But in about 20 minutes, 10 and behold, we could both absolutely
hear the buzz of a small prop' plane getting louder and louder. Disturbingly,
a small, evil cloud was rapidly shrouding us. The plane came in low but at
the last minute banked away. It tried again, but the same thing happened
and then we could see the plane disappearing into the distance. We couldn't
believe it.

It was the seventh day since setting off. We shared our final fig roll for
breakfast and pondered how long our greyhound-like bodies might survive.
It was decided that I, being the scrawnier of us, would eventually have to
kill and devour Rich in order that one of us might survive. A sing-along
was suggested to pass the time, but quickly dismissed. We are both tone
deaf. The frustration of our situation was getting to us. As a mountaineer,
one is always taught to be self-reliant and here we were, sitting around with
our lives completely in the hands of a Welsh pilot and his little aircraft. It
looked like we'd be stuck on the glacier forever ... But hang on. What's
that sound?

Summary: An account of the first complete ascent of A Pair of Jacks (VI,
M6, WI5+, Roberts-Tackle 1996) on the north-west face of Mt Kennedy,
Yukon, Canada, by Rich Cross and Jon Bracey in May 2004. Variations on
the 1996 line included the mixed crux at hard Scottish 7. The final 450m,
above the Roberts-Tackle high point, cut through the second rock band,
then straight to the summit via the upper icefield/north spur.
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